
NEWS 

 

WASAT Sp. z o.o. 

 

FertiSat 

 

FertiSat supports farmers in precise, variable rate nitrogen fertilization. As the 

only one on the Polish market, it offers application maps for the first dose of 

nitrogen. The service facilitates field monitoring, it is user-friendly and 

affordable. 

 

Hall 5A, Stand 34  
 

JOHN DEER POLSKA 

 

4-tracks tractor John Deere 8RX 410 

 

If the soil protection is priority for a farmer, 8RX series will be the best choice. 

This is perfect machine for hilly and wet conditions which gives the highest 

level of comfort in agricultural industry. 
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AB GROUP 

 

TUTKUN KAPLAN STONE COLLECTOR 200cm 

 

TURKUN KAPAN stone collector with 200cm working width available in a new 

design. The structure of the rear wall and bottom of the tank has changed, 

which allows for even more effective sifting of soil.  
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AB GROUP 

 

FIMAKS AGRICULTURAL LOADER LS33 33KM 

 

Small, compact, agricultural loader under 100cm wide now available. The 

machine is equipped with a Perkins engine (33HP), has a reach of 240cm and 

a lifting capacity of 650kg. 
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AB GROUP 

 

OZDOKEN VPKT-DG8 PNEUMATIC SEED DRILL (8-row) 

 

The larger 8-row brother of the popular seed drill VPKT-DG is now available. 

The seeder has a 900L fertilizer tank made of plastic or stainless steel and the 

option of hydraulic row spacing adjustment in the range of 45-75cm. 
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ZAKŁAD PRODUKCJI FOLII EFEKT PLUS SP. Z O.O. 

 

AgroWrap 
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SANITBIOTECH SP. Z O.O. SP. KOMANDYTOWA 

 

JANOBIO - INNOVATIVE VIRUCIDAL PRODUCT 

 

JANOBIO is an innovative virucidal product, particularly useful in the fight 

against ASFV and destroying it within 3-10 minutes. It has exceptional 

efficiency and is extremely safe for people, animals and the environment. 
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HATHOR Sp. z o. o. 

 

Agrirepel® Wrap 

 

Agrirepel® Wrap is the highest quality classic bale wrapping film enriched with 

an additive that repels rodents and birds. It is ecological, safe for the 

environment, repelled pests, people and feed. Suitable for recycling. 
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AIDPOL Sp. z o. o. 

 

Manual briquette press 

 

A manual briquetting press is a device that allows to manually produce your 

own briquettes. Due to the innovative construction, the press can 

simultaneously "produce" four or eight briquettes.  

The briquetting press is also a tool-free device. 
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ORLANDI POLAND SP. Z O.O. SP. K.  

 

DOLLY TROLLEY FOR HITCHING SEMI-TRAILERS 

 

- optimized functionality 

- biaxial or uniaxial 

- the best corrosion protection 

- modern solid construction 

- ergonomic - facilitates the process of hooking transport and unloading 

- highest quality components 
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Mescomp 

 

Isobus first Polish job computer  

 

Computer Mescomp Spectra provides automatic dose control and section 

control with GPS. Our Isobus computers are made to order to fit any 

agricultural machinery.  
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